Abstract-In this paper, an O ( n log log n ) algorithm is proposed for minimally rectangular partitioning a simple rectilinear polygon. For any simple rectilinear polygon P , a vertex-edge visible pair is a vertex and an edge that can be connected by a horizontal or vertical line segment that lies entirely inside P. We show that, if the vertex-edge visible pairs are found, the maximum matching and the maximum independent set of the bipartite graph derived from the chords of a simple rectilinear polygon can be found in linear time without constructing the bipartite graph. Using our algorithm, the minimum partition problem for convex rectilinear polygons and vertically (horizontally) convex rectilinear polygons can be solved in 0 ( n ) time.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE minimum rectangular partition problem for a sim-T ple rectilinear polygon is to partition the interior of a simple rectilinear polygon into a minimum number of rectangles. The decomposition can be classified into two types, depending on the resulting rectangles. If the resulting rectangles cannot overlap with each other, then the decomposition is a partition. If the resulting rectangles overlap with each other, then the decomposition is a cover. Both partitioning approach and covering approach have been discussed in previous researches such as [3] , 171, [lo], [ l l ] , [14] , [15] for partitioning problems and [2] , [4] , [8] for covering problems. In this paper, we shall consider the minimum partition problem for simple rectilinear polygons. We shall use both horizontal and vertical cuts to find a minimum partition. However, in some applications, only horizontal cuts are permissible [ 
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This problem has been studied in [3] , [ 101, [ 1 13, [ 151, [16] . The best-known result is proposed by [lo] , which requires O(n'.'logn) time. Note that the algorithms of previous approaches can be applied to a rectilinear polygon with holes. In this paper, we propose an algorithm for partitioning simple rectilinear polygons, which requires O ( n log log n ) time. We do not know yet whether or not our approach can be applied to a rectilinear polygon with holes.
Based on our approach for solving the partition problem for a simple rectilinear polygon, the partition problem for convex rectilinear polygons or vertically (horizontally) convex polygons can be solved in linear time, which is optimal.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, we introduce some results of previous research. In Section 111, we introduce a theorem of Lipski and Preparata [12] and prove that this theorem can be applied to the bipartite graph derived from chords of a simple rectilinear polygon. In Section IV, we propose an algorithm to find the maximum matching of vertical and horizontal chords for horizontally convex rectilinear polygons without actually constructing any bipartite graph. In Section V, the algorithm in Section IV is extended to simple rectilinear polygons. In Section VI, based on the maximum matching found in Section V, we find the maximum nonintersecting chords which can be used to determine a minimal partition. The total time required for executing the algorithms in Sections V and VI is O ( n log log n ) . Section VI1 gives the conclusion.
PREVIOUS RESULTS
The minimum rectangular partition problem has been studied in [3] , [lo] , [ l l ] , [15] , [16] . Some of their results are discussed; these are the starting point of our research.
A rectilinear polygon on the plane is a polygon whose sides are either vertical or horizontal. A simple rectilinear polygon is a rectilinear polygon which has no windows (holes) in it. The minimum rectangular partition problem defined on a simple rectilinear polygon can be stated as follows: given a simple rectilinear polygon P on the plane, find a minimally sized set of nonoverlapping rectangles such that every rectangle is contained in P and the union of all rectangles is equal to P. In the following, for simplicity, polygons always denote rectilinear polygons and partitioning always denotes rectangular partitioning.
A concave vertex U , : ( x i , y , ) of P is a vertex having a 270" interior angle. A reJex edge of P is an edge connecting two concave vertices. Two concave vertices U , : (x,, y , ) and v2 : (x2, y 2 ) which do not share the same edge of P are co-grid if they are co-horizontal (yi = y 2 )
or co-vertical (xi = x2). A chord of P is a line segment contained in P connecting two cogrid vertices. If a rectilinear polygon contains no chords, then a minimal partition can be easily obtained by using the following princple. 
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1)
For each concave vertex, select one of the edges. Note that there are two edges intersecting at each concave vertex.
2) Extend this edge until it hits another such extended edge or a boundary edge of P .
Throughout this paper, we shall assume that our simple polygons contain cords. Ferrari, Sankar, and Sklansky [3] showed that the size of a minimal partition is equal to n -b + 1 where b is the size of the largest set of nonintersecting chords. Consider Fig. l(a) . The set of chords is { a b , ef, gh, i j , ch, di }. The largest set of nonintersecting chords is { a b , ef, gh, ij }. Using these nonintersecting chords, a minimal partition can be constructed as shown in Fig. l(b) . Note that there might be other approaches to solve the minimal rectangular partion problem. However, this approach, which is based upon finding a largest set of nonintersecting chords will definitely lead to a minimal solution.
In [3] , it was shown that the minimum partition of any simple polygon P containing chords can be found in six steps.
1) Find chords of P . to divide P into b + 1 subpolygons such that each subpolygon has no co-grid concave vertices. 6) Since each subpolygon contains no chords, a minimal partition of each subpolygon can be found by using the principle stated in the previous paragraph.
In [ 151 and [3] , Hopcroft and Karp's algorithm [9] was used to find the maximum matching of a bipartite graph. Hopcroft and Karp's algorithm was designed for general bipartite graphs and runs in O( n2 5 , time where n is the number of vertices in the bipartite graph. Imai and Asano [lo] proposed another algorithm to find the maximum matching without constructing the bipartite graph. Imai and Asano's algorithm runs in O ( n o 5 N ) time where N = min { m , n log n } and m is the number of edges in the bipartite graph. Imai and Asano's algorithm runs faster than Hopcroft and Karp's algorithm. However, Imai and Asano's algorithm is not the most suitable one for simple polygons (without holes). Some special properties of the chords of a simple polygon have not been explored.
As in [lo], we shall not construct the bipartite graph. We shall make a detailed analysis of the properties of the chords of a simple polygon. Utilizing these special properties, we can have an efficient algorithm to find the maximum matching. Our algorithm requires O ( n log log n ) time. After the maximum matching is found, we can find the maximum nonintersecting chords in linear time and, consequently, the partition problem for simple polygons can be solved in 0 ( II log log n ) time. Consider a vertical chord vi of a simple polygon P . vi slices the boundary of P into two parts. One part is left to vi and the other part is right to vi. We define that vi is leftfree if there is no other vertical chord whose both ends are on the left part. For any two vertical chords vi and vj, if vi is left-free and x ( vj ) I x ( vi ), then vj must be higher than the upper end or lower than the lower end of vi. Con The following lemma gives a sufficient condition for the existence of a vertical reflex edge on a piece of boundary. The proof of this lemma is not difficult but is very tedious. Therefore, we omit it.
MAXIMUM MATCHING OF
Lemma 3-2: Let AP be a piece of the boundary of a simple polygon P such that the interior of P is on the left side of AP. Let U , and a3 be two concave vertices and a, be any vertex on AP such that, if we traverse AP in clockwise direction, the occurrences of these three verticles on AP are in the sequence [ a , , a,, a 3 ] and the heights of them are y ( a l ) > y ( a 2 ) > y ( a 3 ) . There is a vertical reflex edge between a , and a3 on AP if one of the following conditions are true: Let U , be a vertical chord such that H ( U , ) is right-convex. Consider a vertical chord v,, x ( U , ) < x ( U, ). We are going to prove in Lemma 3-4, which is the key lemma in the section, that if U, intersects with the shortest horizontal chord in H ( U , ), then v, intersects with every horizontal chord in H ( U , ). In order to prove Lemma 3-4, we first discuss some properties of the ends of v,. Let 
We can draw an extension through e; such that the higher (lower) end of si is lower (higher) than the higher (lower) end of the extension. The boundary shrinking along this extension is the elimination of the boundary between e; and si.
In general, for a given horizontally convex ploygon, we can start from the top support edge to trace the left chain and the right chain at the same time such that we are on the same heights at both chains. We keep on tracing until we find the first vertical reflex edge e;. Assume that e; is on the left chain. Let si be the last support edge traced before e; on the same chain. For any vertical chord vi between si and e;, H ( vi ) is right-convex because there is no vertical reflex edge e,! on the right-boundary of H ( vi ). If vi is the left-most chord between si and e;, then vi is leftfree. After vi is matched and removed, the vertical chord succeeding vi will be left-free. Therefore, for vertical chords vi located between si and e,, we can process them from left to right as follows. After all vertical chords between si and e, have been processed as described above, s, and e; are eliminated by the boundary shrinking along the vertical extension through ei. After boundary shrinking, e; and si do not exist in the new polygon. If ei and si are on the right chain, we will process vertical chords, vi located between e; and s; from right to left.
Repeatedly applying the above procedure, we can eliminate all vertical reflex edges on both chains. When all vertical reflex edges are eliminated, the remaining boundary forms a polygon with no reflex edges (a convex polygon) and, therefore, the neighbors of vertical chords of the remaining polygon are both right-convex and leftconvex, which can be processed from left to right or from right to left.
A horizontally convex polygon can also be processed from the bottom support edge. In this case, when we trace upwards along the left chain and right chain, the vertical reflex edge with the lowest lower end point will be eliminated first. It is important to note that, if we process a horizontally convex polygon from the top to the bottom, we always execute boundary shrinkings along the upward extensions of vertical reflex edges. If we process from the bottom to the top, then boundary shrinkings are executed along the downward extensions of vertical reflex edges. The following algorithm, Algorithm 1, implements the above ideas.
Algorithm I
input: A horizontally convex polygon P.
output:
The maximum set M of matched chords of P.
Steps: 1) Find horizontal chords and vertical chords of P;
2) Trace the left chain and the right chain of P at the same time to find the first pair of support edge s, and reflex edge e, of P;
3) If there is no vertical cords located between s, and e,, then execute boundary shrinking along e,; otherwise, find the vertical chord U , located beween s, and e, such that there is no other vertical located between s, and U , ; 4) Match U , with the shortest horizontal chord h, in 5) Put v,h, into M ; 6) Remove v, and h, from P to have a new polygon P ' ; 7) Recursively use Algorithm 1 to find M' for P ' ;
Theorem 4-1: Algorithm 1 finds the maximum set of matched chords of a horizontally convex polygon P.
Proof: Let vi be a vertical chord being processed by Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 ensures that vI is left-free and H ( v1 ) is right-convex. In Algorithm 1, vl is matched with h, E H ( vI ) where h, has the shortest right end in H ( vI ). By Theorem 3-2, there exists a maximum matching of P , which contains v,h,. After vl and h, are matched, we move the x-position of the upper end of vI a small dis-tance (and modify the x-positions of the other relevant vertices, suitably,) such that u1 will not exist and no other vertical chords will be produced. We also move the left end of h, a small distance in the y-direction such that h, will not exist and no other horizontal chords will be produced. The resulting polygon is still a horizontal convex polygon without chords u1 and h,. All other chords remain unchanged. Let B' and B 2 be the bipartite graph derived from chords of the old polygon and the new polygon, respectively. B' -{ v l , h, } = B2. Let M 2 be the maximum matching of B2. By Theorem 3-1, the maximum matching MI of B1 is equal to M 2 U { uI h, }. We can recursively apply the same procedure to the new polygon to find M 2 . Therefore, Algorithm 1 finds the maximum set of matched chords of P.
Q.E.D. 
V.FINDING THE MAXIMUM MATCHING OF A SIMPLE
POLYGON
This section includes two subsections. ln Section V-5.1, we will explain our basic ideas for finding the maximum matching for a simple polygon and prove that our ideas are correct. In Section V-5.2, we will explain our algorithm in detail and analyze the time required for executing our algorithm.
Basic Ideas
Before presenting the many definitions needed by our algorithm, let us now present a high level informal description of crur approach. Our approach consists of the following steps.
1) We find all of the horizontal reflex edges of the given simple polygon. For instance, in Fig. 3 , the horizontal reflex edges are { ab, cd }.
2) Through ab and cd, draw horizontal extensions.
These horizontal extensions will decompose this simple polygon into five horizontally convex subpolygons as shown in Fig. 3 .
3) Construct a tree of these horizontally convex subpolygons by the following rule: two horizontally convex subpolygons are connected if and only if they share one horizontal extension through some horizontal reflex edge.
For the case shown in Fig. 3 , the tree is shown in Fig. 4. 4) Select any node as the root. For instance, for the tree in Fig. 4 , we may select 5 as the root. We then use a postorder [l] sequence to process the nodes. Again, for the tree in Fig. 4 , a post-order sequence is 1, 2, 4, 3, 5 .
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For each node under processing, we use the method described in Section IV to find vertical reflex edges and the vertical chords relevant to these vertical reflex edges. A vertical reflex edge is elminated by the boundary shrinking after its relevant vertical chords are matched. For example, subpolygon 1 has two vertical reflex edges { hg, f e } . The vertical chords relevant to f e are v 1 and v2
and vertical chords relevant to hg are u1 and v4, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . With respect to hg andfe, the matching found is { ( U , , h2). ( u 2 , h l ) , ( u 3 , h 3 ) , ( u 4 , h4)}, and the resulting subpolygon after boundary shrinkings is shown in Fig.  5(b) . 6) After all vertical reflex edges are eliminated, consider two ends of the upper support edge tc of subpolygon 1. The vertical edges at each end of tc are viewed as vertical reflex edges, i.e., ts and CY are viewed as vertical reflex edges and should be eliminated by boundary shrinkings. There is no boundary left to ts and no boundary shrinking is needed at ts. However, the boundary right to cv should be eliminated and the relevant vertical chord u5 should be matched. The matching found in this step is {( u5, h 5 ) } and the resulting subpolygon is shown in Fig.  6 .
7)
We merge the resulting subpolygon 1 to its parent node, namely, subpolygon 3, such that subpolygon 3 becomes that in Fig. 7. 8) We repeat the same procedure illustrated in steps 5 ) , 6 ) , and 7) to all other subpolygons in the post-order sequence.
In step 5 ) , it is stated that we can use the method described in Section IV to eliminate vertical reflex edges. However, there is a little difference. In Section IV, we have shown that, for a horizontally convex polygon P , P can be processed from the top to the bottom or from the bottom to the top. However, in this section, any subpolygon should be processed in a predefined direction as explained below. For a node n, of the resulting tree in step 3), there are two support edges of n,. We define that the master bound of n, is the support edge (the horizontal extension) between n, and its parent. If n, is the root, then we assign the upper support edge of n, to be the master bound of n,. (Note that it makes no difference to assign the lower support edge as the master bound for the root.) The slave bound is the other support edge of n,. The master bound and the slave bound of a node are fixed. For example, in Fig. 3 , the master bound of subpolygon 3 is bq and the slave bound is tr. This will not be changed even after subpolygons 1, 2, and 4 are merged to subpolygon 3. The processing direction of a leave node, which is always a horizontally convex subpolygon, of the tree is from the slave bound toward the master bound. However, the internal nodes may not be a horizontally convex subpolygon after merging. For example, the resulting subpolygon 3 after merging with subpolygons 1, 2, and 4 is not a horizontally convex subpolygon because the horizontal reflex edge cd exists as shown in Fig. 8 .
However, we are sure that, if there exist vertical reflex edges in an internal node n, after merging, these vertical reflex edges must be on the left chain and the right chain between the master bound and the slave bound of n, because all vertical reflex edges of the child nodes of ni have been eliminated by boundary shrinkings. For example, in Fig. 8 , the vertical reflex edges ji and rnk are on the boundary between the master bound bq and the slave bound tr. We still can find the vertical reflex edges and compare their heights. We will prove in Theorem 5-1 that the matching algorithm, Algorithm 1 of Section IV, still finds the maximum matching for the subpolygons of this section.
Steps 6) and 7) need some explanations. For the given simple polygon, there might exist vertical chords intersecting with the horizontal extensions drawn through the horizontal reflex edges. Consider Fig. 3 . There is a ver- visible to E if we draw a vertical extension through v and E is the first hit edge. If v is vertically visible to the master bound, then it is possible that there exists a vertical chord through v and this chord cannot be found in n,. When we process node n,, we do not process the vertices which are vertically visible to the master bound of n,. In other words, for any vertical chord U , of n,, if U , does not intersect with the master bound of n, ( U , can intersect at two ends of the master bound), U , will be processed in n,. In step 6), the vertical edges at each end of the master bound are viewed as vertical reflex edges. We call them virtual vertical reJlex edges. After all relevant vertical chords are processed, we execute boundary shrinkings to eliminate these virtual vertical reflex edges and to eliminate all vertices in n, which are invisible to the master bound. The remaining boundary of n,, which only contains the vertically visible vertices, will be merged to the parent of a, for further processing.
In order to have the intersecting conditions of the chords in n, to be the same as in the original polygon, we can imagine that there are concave vertices on the master bound such that the vertical chords through the visible vertices exist in n,. Adding concave vertices on the master bound will not influence our matching procedure for n, because the vertices visible to the master bound will not be processed in n,. Though we do not actually draw concave vertices on the bound of n,, we can accept the argument that the intersecting conditions of chords in n, are the same as in the original polygon. Consequently, the result of processing subpolygon n, is applicable to the original polygon. The last detail that we have to consider is that, when we decompose a given simple polygon into subpolygons, the horizontal extension through horizontal reflex edges might be horizontal chords. For example, in Fig. 3 , the extension ua between subpolygons 3 and 4 is a horizontal chord. Since each extension defines a parent node and a child node, if it is a horizontal chord, then it will be recorded as a horizontal chord in the child node. For example, ua will be a horizontal chord of subpolygon 4.
Algorithm 2 impiements the above ideas.
tical chord p h crossing the horizontal extensions between subpolygons 1 and 3 and subpolygons 3 and 4. When we process subpolygon 1 or subpolygon 4, we cannot findph.
ph can be found in subpolygon 3 only after subpolygon 1 and subpolygon 4 are merged to subpolygon 3. In order to solve this anomaly, we define vertically visible for a concave vertex v and a horizontal edge E . v is vertically Algorithm 2 input: A simple polygon P .
output:
steps: 1) partition p into horizontally convex subpolygons and construct a tree T of horizontally convex subpolygons;
2) arbitrarily assign a node of T as the root and determine the master bound and the slave bound for each node; 3 ) visit nodes n, of T i n post-order and do the following for n, assign two vertical edges at two ends of the master bound of n, to be two vertical reflex edges of n,; use Algorithm 1 to find a matching MI of n, and to eliminate all vertical reflex edges of n,; /*Note that Algorithm 1 will trace from the slave bound to find vertical reflex edges but will trace the whole boundary to find the relevant vertical support edges and chords.*/ M = M U M , ; if n, is the root, then else end if; return; merge n, to its parent; end;
Theorem 5-1: Algorithm 2 finds the maximum set of matched chords of a simple polygon P .
Proof: Consider step 3) of Algorithm 2. The vertical reflex edges of n, are found by tracing the left chain and the right chain from the slave bound. Without loss of generality, we assume that the slave bound of n, is lower than the master bound and, consequently, the slave bound is lower than any vertical reflex edge of n,. Let e, be the first found vertical reflex edge. We are sure that there is no other vertical reflex edge lower than e,. Assume that e, is on the left chain. After e, is found, we can find the corresponding support edge s, of e,. s, might not be on the boundary between the slave bound and the master bound but s, is always lower than e,. Therefore, for any vertical chords U , located between e, and s,, H ( U , ) is right-convex in n, because there is no vertical reflex edge lower than e,. Lemma 3-1 to Lemma 3-5 are still valid for U , . Therefore, the vertical chords located between s, and e, can be processed from left to right to find their matches. Using the similar techniques in the proof of Theorem 4-1, we can prove that Algorithm 2 finds the maximum matching of P .
Q.E.D.
It is important to note that although some vertices might be recursively merged to their parent nodes, we are sure that any vertex will only be processed constant times for the following reasons. Consider an internal node n, of T.
In Algorithm 2, we only trace the boundary between the master bound and the slave bound to find the lowest or the highest vertical reflex edge of n,. After a desired vertical reflex edge is found, we will trace the whole boundary of n, to find the relevant vertical support edge and the relevant vertical chords. However, the traced boundary will be eliminated by the boundary shrinking along this vertical reflex edge. Therefore, any vertex will only be traced constant times before being eliminated. It should also be noted that in Algorithm 2, the ends of a master bound are treated the same as ends of vertical reflex edges and the vertices of a subpolygon n,, which are vertically visible to the master bound of n,, are not processed in n,. In order to execute Algorithm 2 efficiently, it will be modified in Section V-5.2 to find a maximum matching in U( n log log n ) time.
Algorithms
For a given simple polygon P , the algorithm for finding the maximum matching is shown in Algorithm MAIN. In addition to finding the maximum matching M of P , MAIN also outputs the set U of unmatched chords with respect to M. M and U will be used in Section VI to find the maximum set of nonintersecting chords of P in linear time, which is the final goal of this paper.
Algorithm MAIN
input: A simple polygon P . output: The maximum matching M of chords of P and the set U of unmatched chords with respect to M. begin 1) Partition P into horizontally convex subpolygons.
Construct a tree Th of horizontally convex subpolygons;
For each node nk of Th, find horizontal chords in nk; 2) Construct a tree T,, storing the x-positions of vertical reflex edges and end points of master bounds; 3) Visit nodes of Th in post-order; 4) For each visited node nk of Th, do
Find the maximum matching of cords in nk; If nk is not the root of Th, then merge nk to the parent of n,; end We discuss each step in detail as follows.
Step I : The input polygon P is a sequence of vertices. We store P into an array R ( P ) . For each vertex v of P , there are two data items about U. One is the position of U on the plane and the other is that v is the ith input element of P . For the ith vertex v, we can locate v in R ( P ) in constant time. In order to partition P into horizontally convex subpolygons, we have to draw horizontal extensions through horizontal reflex edges to hit the nearest boundary. Tarjan Tarjan and Van Wyk proposed an O ( n log log n ) algorithm to find all the vertex-edge visible pairs. We use Tarjan and Van Wyk's algorithm to find all the vertex-edge visible pairs as preprocessing. After these pairs are found, we record this information back into R ( P ) such that, for the ith vertex v of P , we can decide the hit point of v in constant time.
In addition to R ( P ) , P is also stored in$nger search if n I no where no is a constant;
if n > no.
Solving this recurrence, we have T ( n ) = O ( n ) 1131.
Therefore, the total time required for partitioning P into horizontally convex subpolygons is 0 ( n log log n ). Note that it may take U(1og n ) time to split P into two subpolygons without using the finger search tree and, consequently, in the worst case, it may take O ( n log n ) time to split P into horizontally convex subpolygons. However, the finger search tree ensures us that we can split P into horizontally convex subpolygons in 0 ( n ) time. The tree Th of horizontally convex subpolygons is constructed according to the rule described in Section IV-4.4. Each node of Th corresponds to a finger search subtree storing the vertices of a horizontally convex subpolygon, i.e., there is a pointer in this node pointing to the subtree. Th can be constructed during the process of the partitioning P into horizontally convex subpolygons. Initially, there is only one node in Th corresponding to the original finger search tree. Whenever the finger search tree or a subfinger search tree is split, the corresponding node in Th will also be split and the resulting nodes are connected. Th is constructed when P is partitioned into horizontally convex subpolygons. After constructing Th, arbitrarily assign a node of Th as the root. The post-order of nodes in Th is the processing sequence of horizontally convex subpolygons. In the post-order sequence, a node will be processed if all its children have been processed. Horizontal chords can be found in linear time by tracing the left-chain and the right chain of a node nk of Th. When two concave vertices on different chains of nk are found to have the same y-position, a horizontal chord exists. When a horizontal chord h is found, we record the existence of h at both ends of h on the boundary of nk.
Step 2: In Section V 5.1, we have explained that horizontal chords will be shortened after boundary shrinkings. Boundary shrinkings are executed along the vertical extensions through vertical reflex edges and virtual vertical reflex edges. These extensions are fixed after the master bound of each node in Th is determined. These extensions partition P into a set of vertically convex subpolygons. Tree T,,is constructed as follows: there is a node in T,, for each vertically convex subpolygon and an edge for each extension. Among the nodes of TI,, there is a node containing the master bound of the root of Th. We assign this node as the root of T,,. When a boundary shrinking is executed along an extension, the relevant horizontal chords in the child part are shortened to the xposition of this extension. Therefore, finding new positions of horizontal chords can be executed on Tt, using the static tree set union algorithm of Gabow and Tarjan [5] . In [5], for static tree set union, a rooted tree with k nodes is given. Each node of this tree is a singleton set. The LINK( U ) operation is to unite a node U in the tree to its parent. (Actually, LINK( v ) is to make a mark on node v.) FIND( 21) will return U if node v is not marked by LINK; otherwise, the nearest unmarked ancestor of v will be returned [ 5 ] . We can apply the static tree set union to tree T,,. Tc, corresponds to the given rooted tree. The boundary shrinking along an extension U corresponds to making a mark on the child node of the edge defined by Step 3: The ideas for finding maximum matching of a node of Th have been explained in Section V-5.1. Assume that a vertical reflex edge e, (or an end of a master bound) and its corresponding vertical support edge s, have been found. We only explain how the vertical chords U , between e, and s, and their neighbors H ( U , ) are found.
Assume that e, and s, are on the left chain. The vertical chords between e, and s, can be found as follows. H ( U , ) ), point to the head and the tail of H ( U , ), respectively. Since we assume that e, and s, are on the left-chain, we trace the upper chain and the lower chain of s, from left to right. If the left end of a horizontal chord h is found on the upper chain, then h will be put at head ( H ( U , ) ). If the left end of h is found on the lower chain, then h will be put at tail ( H ( U , )). If the right end of h is found on the upper chain, then head( H ( v, )) will be removed and h will be set to unmatched. If the right end of h is found on the lower chain, then tail ( H ( U , ) ) will be removed and h will be set to be unmatched. The unmatched chords are put into a set U. U will be used to find the maximum independent set. The and H(v,-,) are not to be found again. Therefore, the vertices on the boundary left to v , -~ do not have to be traced for H ( U , ) and the time required for finding H ( v , ) is proportional to the number of vertices on the upper chain and the lower chain between u , -~ and U , . The total time required for Algorithm MAIN to execute FIND-NEIGHBOR to find H ( U , ) for all U , is O ( n ) . The following property is obvious from Algorithm FIND-NEIGHBOR. This property will be used for finding the maximum independent set. Let p , and p , be two vertices. Since FIND-NEIGHBOR traces every vertex in a fixed sequence. p, is traced by FIND-NEIGHBOR before pJ if p , is prior to pJ in the tracing sequence.
Property 5-1: Letp, be a concave vertex between a pair of neighboring support edge and vertical reflex edge (or between a support edge and an end of a master bound). Let hit ( p , ) be the vertical hit point ofp,. The vertical line segment p,hit(p, ) slices the polygon into two pieces.
Then, either the vertices on the left-piece or the vertices on the right-piece of p,hit(p,) are traced by FIND-NEIGHBOR before p,.
The maximum number of matched chords in nk can be found by procedure MATCHING. The basic ideas have been explained in Section V-5. I . In MATCHING, a vertical chord U , whose neighbor is empty will be set to unmatched and be put into U. Otherwise, U , will be matched with the head or the tail of the list H ( U , ).
Algorithm MATCHING
input: A node nh of tree Th output: M: the maximum set of matched chords of nk. U: the set of unmatched chords. begin 1) assign the vertical edge at each end of the master bound of nk as vertical reflex edges; 2) trace from the slave bound of nk to find the nearest vertical reflex edge e, and its corresponding vertical support edge s,. /*Assume that e, and s, are on the left chain.*/ 3) trace from s, to find vertical chords between e, and In MAIN, the time required for partitioning P into horizontally convex subpolygons is O ( n log log n ) where n is the number of vertices of P. The time required for processing each node of t h is proportional to the number of vertices of this node because each vertex in this node is traced constant times. It takes totally O ( n ) time to process all nodes of Th. Therefore, the total time required for finding the maximum matching of P is O ( n log log n ) .
Theorem 5-2:
The total time required for Algorithm MAIN to find the maximum matching of chords of a simple polygon P is O ( n log log n ) where n is the number of vertices of P.
As for a horizontally (vertically) convex polygon or a convex polygon, it takes O( n ) time to find the maximum matching of chords because we do not have to partition it into subpolygons. This time bound is an obvious lower bound.
Theorem 5-3: Algorithm MAIN is optimal for finding the maximum matching of chords of a horizontally (vertically) convex polygon.
VI. FINDING MAXIMUM NONINTERSECTING CHORDS
In this section, we will show that, without constructing the bipartite graph of chords, the maximum independent (nonintersecting) set of chords can be found in linear time based on the matched pairs and unmatched chords found in Section V. We first give an example to explain our approach and, then, prove that our approach is correct. At the end of this section, we will give an Algorithm which runs in linear time.
Consider Fig. 9. In Fig. 9 , a simple polygon P with one horizontal reflex edge uv is shown. In order to find the maximum matching, as explained in Section V, P should be partitioned into horizontally convex subpolygons by drawing horizontal extensions through uv and a tree of subpolygons should be constructed. Assume that wa is the master bound of the root of this tree. For any horizontal or vertical cord U of P , U slices the boundary 1) Let S be the set of maximum independent set. Initially, S = 4.
2) Sort unmatched chords in U according to their outputting sequence. In our example, the outputting sequence of U is qk, vb.
3) Take the first element out from U and put it into S .
That is, S = { qk}. 4) Since qk is vertical, put the vertical chords which are on sb ( q k ) into S . There is only one vertical chord pm on sb ( q k ) . Therefore, S = { qk, pm }. 5) Eliminate s b ( q k ) to have a new polygon as shown in Fig. 10 . Note that horizontal chords pf and ng do not exist in the new polygon. ng is matched with pm which has been put into S . pf is matched with f g which is an unmatched chord in the new polygon. We put f g into a set W , i.e., W = { f g } . W is the set of unmatched chords which are caused by eliminating sb (qk).
6) Take an element from W , i.e., f g , and putfg into S . S = { qk, pm, f g } . Since there is no vertical chord on sb ( f g ) , no chords will put into S together with f g . 7) Eliminate sb( f g ) . The resulting polygon is shown in Fig. 11 . Since no horizontal chords are eliminated together with sb ( f g ) , no unmatched chords are produced in the new polygon and, therefore, no chords will be added into W . 8) If W is not empty, then repeat steps 6) and 7). Since W is empty now, we execute the next step. 9) Take the first element, vb, from U and repeat steps 4)-8). That is, we first put v b into S . Since v b is horizontal, we put all horizontal chords,jh, rd, and sc, on sb( v b ) into S . Then, we eliminate s b ( v b ) as shown in Fig. 12 . Vertical chords eh, r j , and bd are eliminated also. Since the horizontal chords matched with these three vertical ON COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN, VOL. 9, NO. 7, JULY 1990 
Fig. 12. Eliminating s b ( e b ) .
chords have been put into S , no horizontal chords will be added into W.
10)
Since U and Ware empty, the whole process stops. We have S = { qk, pm, fg, vb, j h , rd, sc }.
Two chords have the same orientation if they are both vertical and both horizontal. orient(u) is a set of chords such that, for any t E orient(u), t is on s b ( u ) and t has the same orientation as U. For any chord U, s b ( u ) is consistent if every unmatched chord U' whose both ends are on s b ( u ) has the same orientation as U, i.e., U' E orie n t (~) .
In order to prove that the above operations correctly find the maximum matching, we will prove the following. a) Let M be any maximal matching of a simple polygon P and let U be the set of unmatched chords with respect to M . We prove that, for any U E U , if sb ( U ) is consistent, then U and orient(u) are in the maximum independent S of P . This will be proved in Corollary 6-1 and Lemma 6-1. In addition, we show in Lemma 6-5 that, s b ( u , ) is consistent where U , is the first unmatched chord output by Algorithm MAIN. b) After eliminating s b ( u i ) , we have a new polygon. Let S' be a maximal independent set of the new polygon. We prove that S = { U, } U orient(u,) U S'. This is proved in Lemma 6-3. This lemma tells us that S can be found by recursively finding S'. c) In order to find S', we first try to find a maximal matching and the relevant unmatched chords of the new polygon. In Lemma 6-2, we prove that, after eliminating sb ( U, ), the set of remaining matched chords is a maximal matching of the new polygon. That is, MI = M -{chords on sb ( uI ) } is a maximal matching of the new polygon. (Note that uf = u2 if W = 4.) This is proved in Proposition 6-1. By Lemma 6-1, we can put ur and orient ( uf ) into S'.
In the following, we will use several terms of bipartite graphs such as maximum matching, maximum independent set, minimum node cover, alternating path and augmenting path in our theorems and lemmas without any explanation which can be found in most text books such as [17] . Let B = ( V , H , E ) be a bipartite graph, M be any maximum matching of B , U be the set of unmatched nodes with respect to M , S be a set of maximum independent set of B , and N be a set of minimum node cover of B . We introduce two theorems about bipartite graphs, which can also be found in [ 171. If we remove N from B , then the remaining nodes in B form an independent set. Because N is minimum, ( H U V ) -N is a maximum independent set. By definition of node cover and Theorem 6-2, for any matched pair ( U , h ) E M, exactly one of U and h belongs to N . The following corollary follows directly.
Corollary 6-1: For any maximum independent set S of nodes in B, we have U C S and, for any matched pair ( U , h ) E M, either v E S or h E S .
From Lemma 6-1 to Lemma 6-3, we still assume that M is an arbitrary maximum matching of chords of a simple polygon P and U is the set of unmatched chords with respect to M . Lemma 6-1: Let U E U be an unmatched chord of a simple polygon P. If s b ( u ) is consistent, then there is a set S of maximum nonintersecting chords such that U E S and orient( U ) c S.
Pro08 By Corollary 6-1 , there is a set S of maximum nonintersecting chords such that U E S . Let U; E orient( U ) . If U; is unmatched, then, by Corollary 6-1, U; E S. If U, is matched with w i and U; 6 S , then, by Corollary 6-1, w, E S. For all matched ui E orient(u) and ui S, we remove corresponding w i from S and put U; into S. After replacing, the size of S is not changed. For any chord wj in P having the different orientation as U , there are three possibilities: both ends of wj are not on sb ( U ); only one of two ends of wJ is on sb ( U ) and both ends of wJ are on sb ( U ). If neither end of wJ are on s b ( u ) , then w, does not intersect with any U, E orient( U ). If only one end of w, is on sb ( U ) , then wJ intersects with U E S and wJ $ S . If both ends of wJ are on sb( U ) , then, by our assumption that sb ( U ) is consistent, wJ is matched with a chord uJ E orient( U ) and, owing to our replacing, wJ $ S . Therefore, for any U , E orient( U ) , U, does not intersect with any other chord in S and S is independent.
from boundary shrinking along U and S' be any set of maximum nonintersecting chords of P ' . Then S' U { U } U orient( U ) is a maximal set of nonintersecting chords of P .
Proof: By the definition of boundary shrinking, no chord in { U } U orient( U ) intersects with any chord in P'. Therefore, S' U { U } U orient(u) is a set of nonintersecting chords. Assume that the size of S' U { U } U orient(u) is not maximum. By Lemma 6-1, there is a By Lemma 6-if U is unmatched and sb ( U is consistent, then we can put U and orient( U ) into S . After that, we should not consider U and orient( U ) any longer. Therefore, we execute boundary shrinking along U to eliminate maximum set s of nonintersecting chords such that ( { U 1 U orient(u)) C S a n d I S ( > IS' U { U } orient(u)(. z E NH(u) and w $ orient(u)}. Let U' be the set of unmatched chords after boundary shrinking, i.e., U' = W U U -( { U } U orient ( U ) ) .
Lemma 6-2: Let U be an unmatched chord of a simple polygon P such that sb( U ) is consistent. Let P ' , M ' , and U' be the polygon resulting by executing boundary shrinking along U, the remaining matched cords in P' and unmatched chords of P ' , respectively. Then M' is a maximum matching of chords of P' and U' is the set of unmatched cords with respect to M ' . Proof: It is obvious that M' contains only matched chords of P'. If M' is not maximum, then there are at least two chords U , and uJ in U' such that there is an augmenting path between U , and uJ. It is impossible that both U, and U, are in W because all chords in W have the same orientation. It is impossible either that both U , and uJ are in U -( { U } U orient( U ) ) because, by Theorem 6-1, there is no augmenting path between any U, and U, in U. Therefore, w e h a v e u , E W a n d u , E U -( { U } U orient(u)).Since U, intersects with N H ( U ) , U, is on an alternating path starting from U. Therefore, there is an augmenting path between U and U ) , which is a contradiction because M is a maximum matching and both U and uJ are in U . Q.E.D.
Lemma 6-3: Let U E U . Assume that s b ( u ) is consistent. Let P ' = mb(u) U { U } be the polygon resulting Based on Lemma 6-1 to Lemma 6-3, we know that the maximum set S of nonintersecting chords of P can be found by recursively executing the following steps.
3) Execute boundary shrinking along U to have P', M ' , and U ' .
4) Let P = P ' , M = M ' , and U = U' and go back to step 1.
In the following, we will show that for the original polygon or for the polygon resulting from a sequence of boundary shrinkings, how to find an unmatched chord U such that sb ( U ) is consistent. Let us consider Algorithm MAIN in Section V-5.2. For each output w (either a matched pair or an unmatched chord) of MAIN, we give w a number to indicate the outputting sequence of w . This number is the processing number of w , P N ( w ). If w is an unmatched chord U , then P N ( U ) = PN ( w ). If w is a matched pair v,h,, then P N ( U , ) = P N ( hJ ) = P N ( a). The processing number of each chord isJixed during the whole process of finding the maximum independent set in spite of the boundary shrinkings. Let P' and M' be the polygon and the maximum matching resulting after a sequence of boundary shrinking, respectively. sb( U ) of U in P' is a subset of the original sb ( U ) of U in P. Based on sb ( U ) defined in P', orient( U ) and N H ( U ) can be defined for U in P' accordingly. In the following, we will always use P , M , U , and S to denote the original polygon, the maximum matching, the unmatched chords with respect to M , and the maximum independent set, and use P ' , M ' , U ' , and S' to denote the polygon, the maximum matching, the unmatched chords with respect to M ' , and the maximum independent set resulting from a sequence of boundary shrinkings. In the following, we assume that U = [ U , , U 2 , * * , uk] is ordered in the ascending order of processing numbers. The sorting sequence does not require any extra time because it is exactly the outputting sequence.
Lemma 6-4: Let U E U be any unmatched chord of the original polygon P. For any unmatched chord U , E U whose both ends are on sb(u), P N ( u , ) < P N ( u ) . Q.E.D.
By Lemma 6-1 and 6-5, we know that we can put U, E U and orient( u1 ) into S. If we execute boundary shrinking along U', then a new polygon P' and relevant MI and U' will be resulted. Let W ' = { w 1 w tie matched with z E " ( U , ) and w orient(u)}. We have Because, if we apply Algorithm MAIN to the new polygon p ' , M' may not be a possible output (in fact, we have an example to show this) and, consequently, it is not possible to prove that w l is the first unmatched chord as U'. In addition, the boundary shrinking along w I will cause more unmatching chords w; and we still have to prove that sb ( w ; ) is consistent. Lemma 6-6 and Proposition 6-1 are dedicated to prove that sb ( w I ) and sb ( w ; ) are consistent.
If we execute boundary shrinking along w l , we will have a new polygon P 2 , M 2 , and U 2 . Q.E.D.
By Proposition 6-1, we know that, after executing boundary shrinking along an unmatched U, -of the original polygon such that sb(u, -is consistent, the next unmatched chord whose secondary boundary is consistent can be found by arbitrarily choosing an element from W caused by U, -,. After all unmatched chords caused by it is easy to see that sb( U , ) is consistent. Therefore, we can execute boundary shrinking along U,. Repeatedly executing boundary shrinking along the unmatched cord whose secondary bound is consistent, we can find a maximum set of nonintersecting chords. The following algorithm implements the above ideas.
Algorithm INDEPENDENT(P)
input: A simple polygon P .
output:
The set S of maximum nonintersecting chords steps 1) Use Algorithm MAIN to find the maximum matching m and the set of U of unmatched chords. U is organized as a stack such that the unmatched chord with the least processing number is on the top of U ;
. of P .
2) Do until U is empty U' =pop(U); If sb(u,) have been shrinked, then repeat from 2; traverse sb(ul) to find orient ( U ) and " ( U ) ; put U and orient(u) into S; find W from " ( U ) ;
push W into U boundary shrinking along U , ; 3) end.
Theorem 6-3: For a simple polygon P, the set S of maximum nonintersecting chords can be found in 0 ( n log log n ) time.
Proof:
Step 1) of INDEPENDENT( P) requires O ( n log log n ) time. Steps 2) and 3) require linear time. The boundary shrinking along ul in step 4) is actually a threeway splitting of the finger search tree P [ 181. There is no further splitting for the vertices on sb( u1 ). Therefore, the time required for boundary shrinkings along ui's is bounded by O ( n ) . Totally, we need O ( n log log n ) time.
After the maximum set S of nonintersecting chords of P is found, we then, as described in Section 11, draw these chords to partition P into a set of subpolygons such that there is no cogrid vertices in any subpolygon. The minimal partition of P is equivalent to partitioning each subpolygon into minimal rectangles. The minimal partition of each subpolygon can be found by drawing a vertical line through each concave vertex in this subpolygon as described in Section 11. Therefore, we have to find the vertex-edge visible pairs for each subpolygon. After the vertex-edge visible pairs of a subpolygon are found, this subpolygon can be partitioned into rectangles in a time proportional to the number of the vertices of this subpolygon. Since it takes totally O ( n log log n ) time [ 181 to find all the vertex-edges visible pairs for all subpolygons, the total time required for partitioning P is O ( n log log n ) .
VII. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an algorithm to solve the problem of finding the maximum matching of the bipartite graph of the intersecting chords of a simple polygon. The partition problem of simple polygon can be solved in 0 ( n log log n ) by applying our results. This time bound is equal to the time required for triangulating a nonrectilinear simple polygon. If the simple rectilinear polygon can be triangulated in linear time, then our algorithm will be an optimal one. However, our algorithm is optimal for partitioning convex and horizontally convex rectilinear polygons.
